
Springer Ln'sSpringer Ln's  
Month of Recommendations 

An anthology of the human experience.



In the face of all of March's chaos, we are taking a short
break from reviewing art and submissions. We encourage

you to dive into some of your own and our favorite authors,
museums,  musicians, literature and films this month. Next
month we will resume our regularly intended schedule, so
don't forget to submit to Springer Ln's April Edition-- but
let us all take a breath this spring and open our hearts to

some of our current favorites.  

March Reccomendations 



Literature Recommendation
From Clara-Lane

As an aspring writer I have read a multitude of books on how to
write creatively or "freely", but I can say with confidence that

Natalie Goldberg's Writing Down The Bones is among the best. Use
this when you are feeling stuck in your writing or as a guiding

light to illuminate your path down the creative process. 



Flow- Cage the Elephant Big Brat- Phantom Planet Tomorrow is a Long Time- Bob Dylan

Picture This- The Rubies 1997 DIANA- BROCKHAMPTON Suddenly- Drug Dealer, Weyes bloodSuddenly- Drugdealer, Weyes Blood



MUSIC

Clara-Lane's Recommendation

King - Florence + the Machine
"I need my golden crown of sorrow

My bloody sword to swing
My empty halls to echo with grand self-mythology

I am no mother
I am no bride

I am king"

 

I found this song a little while back and it makes
me feel like I've entered a memory-- one of 17 year

old me, with infinite potential, deciding who I
wanted to be after high school and the years to

come.  



GET
YA
MOVIE
ON!

 

For our Southern
California based

friends, pay a visit to
Brain Dead Studios, a
beloved movie theater
in Los Angeles. I won't

spoil what's in store, just
read the description for

their March movie
lineup and indulge in
this gnarly film-lovin'

haven:

"Breathing and beating, it's none other than that
very vessel we all live in this March with THE

BODY FANTASTIC. A ride through bloodstream,
glands, guts and neurons. It's physical,

metaphysical, it's both real and alien. Feel it!"

Recommendation by Springer



ATLAS OF THE HEART - BRENE BROWN

LITERATURE RECOMMENDATION

In this book Dr. Brene Brown uses her research to
analyze the 87 human emotions. If you want to
understand emotions and how to create a deep

connection with yourself and others, this book is
worth checking out. 

Clara-Lane



Philadelphia Museum of Art
Rare Books Tour & Culinary-Literacy

Classes at the Free Library of
Philadelphia

Penn Museum - Eastern
Mediterranean Gallery

Barnes Foundation
 

Things to see in Philadelphia 
- Clara-Lane

https://www.freelibrary.org/


W I N G S
O F

D E S I R E
A  F I L M  B Y  W I M  W E N D E R S

A film about how life under the sun
is a dream and how life is freedom.
An ode to a broken Berlin, Wings of

Desire follows two angels as they
study human life. Between the
angels' lives a devotion to the

things that make us human- coffee,
the grass under our feet, despair,

the smell of nature, failure,
mothers, embrace- and it doesn't
take long for them to yearn to be
assimilated into our condition-

mortality.  
You can watch Wings of Desire
on HBO Max. Life is divine,
and this film is nothing short
of transcendent. Possibly the
dreamiest film I've ever seen.

Recommendation by Springer 



CallCall
It inIt in
thethe
AirAir

"Call It in the Air" asks us about
our grief- have we handled it,

have we changed because of it,
do we know where it goes? A

hymn to his late older sister, Ed
Pavlić rummages through the
remnants of the loss of a late

sibling. 

Local  bookstores to
support that carry "Call

It in the air":

LA- Skylight Books
SF- City Lights
Booksellers & Publishers
And of course,
thriftbooks.com :)



LITERATURE RECOMMENDATION
IF WE WERE VILLIANS BY M.L RIO

A richly layered story of love, revenge, drama and murder. The story
caries you away, and with it you will find yourself in the middle of a

college performance group, with seven dangerously obsessive young
adults, that are covering up a mystery that is decades old. I could say so
much more about M.L Rio's brilliant writing, spectacular incorporation
of  Shakespearean language and fascinating murder/mystery scheme.

 
From Clara-Lane


